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M E M O R A N D U M 
 
 
TO: NFPA Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies 
 
FROM: Linda MacKay 
 
DATE: November 22, 2010 
 
SUBJECT: NFPA 5000 ROC TC FINAL Ballot Results (A2011 Cycle) 
 

 
The Final Results of the NFPA 5000 ROC Letter Ballot are as follows:  
 
29  Members Eligible to Vote  
  1  Not Returned (Hayes) 
  7  Negatives (Battalora, Conner, Hayward, Humble, Pauls, Skalko, Wertheimer) 
  0  Abstentions 
 
There are two criteria necessary to pass ballot [(1) affirmative 2/3 vote and (2) simple majority]. 
 
(1) The number of affirmative votes needed for the proposal/comment to pass is 19. 

 
(29 eligible to vote - 1 not returned - 0 abstentions = 28 × 0.66 = 18.48) 

 
(2) In all cases, an affirmative vote of at least a simple majority of the total membership 

eligible to vote is required. This is the calculation for simple majority: 
 

          [29 eligible ÷ 2 = 14.5 = (15)] 
 
Reasons for negative votes, etc. from alternate members are not included unless the ballot from 
the principal member was not received. 
 
According to the final ballot results, all ballot items received the necessary 2/3 required 
affirmative votes to pass ballot. 
 
Thank you for your participation in the NFPA Codes and Standards process. 
 
Linda MacKay 
 



Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-86     Log #60  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Building Code,

5000-97a
Reconsider the action on this proposal to determine if latching is required or not.  Section 8.11.4.2

(3) appears to not require the latching hardware but implies that the occupancy chapters can offer a different option.
The Occupancy Chapter TCs should review their chapter provisions applicable to smoke barriers and, if it is the TC’s
desire, revise text so as to specifically require latching in the appropriate locations.

The occupancy chapters might need to be correlated with the change made to 8.11.4.2(3).

No further action required.
The rewording in Chapter 8 relative to smoke barrier door latching has no unintended effect

on the provisions under the purview of the BLD-AXM assembly committee.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-64     Log #48  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Correlating Committee on Building Code,

5000-88
Review the action taken by BLD-BLC on proposal 5000-88.

Proposal 5000-88 considers removal of the story height limits and area criteria from Chapter 7.  No
correlative action was considered as to how the allowable construction types for the occupancy chapters would be
handled (in the__.1.5.1 Section) without such content.

Reject Proposal 5000-88 which will have the effect of retaining the height and area tables in Chapter 7.
In NFPA 101, the 1.6 Subsection of Chapter 12 for new assembly occupancies and the 1.6

Subsection of Chapter 13 for existing assembly occupancies present construction tables that limit the story height that
can be occupied for a given building construction type. The height and area provisions of NFPA 5000 Chapter 7 do the
same so the occupancy chapter in NFPA 5000 does not have a building construction table like that in NFPA 101. If the
height and area provisions are deleted from NFPA 5000 Chapter 7, the occupancy chapter will be left under-protected.
The provisions of NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000 will be technically different. Buildings constructed to the NFPA 5000
provisions for new construction will most likely be judged deficient by the NFPA 101 requirements applicable to existing
buildings.

The technical committee has worked hard to keep the requirements of NFPA 101 and NFPA 5000 parallel and
equivalent. It is premature to delete the height and area requirements as the occupancy technical committee has not
had sufficient notice to respond adequately by, for example, adding material to its occupancy chapter.

Affirmative: 27  Negative: 1
1  Hayes, W.

BATTALORA, R.:  Arbitrary numerical values for allowable area unnecessarily increase project cost and complexity.
Elimination of these rigid areal boundary values based on type of construction and occupancy will  promote more
rational thought and designs.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-127     Log #134  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.

5000-152
Accept proposal 5000-152

The committee’s statement in rejection of this proposal was incorrect. There have been significant fires
in stadia used for contest and performance (such as the Wembly Stadium fire in England). The committee seems to be
laboring under the misunderstanding that a sports stadium is only used as a sports stadium and that the use if confined
to the floor. Concerts, trade shows, exhibits, sometimes on raised platforms, bring significant combustibles much closer
to the roof. I have personally been inside the dome in Indianapolis (where the Colts used to play) during an exhibit
where trucks were brought into the dome and ladders were extended almost as high as the ceiling. I have also been
inside covered stadia where the covering over the combustible seating was only 15 or 20 ft above the seats. Why should
this area be automatically exempt from sprinkler protection?

The committee has provided a blanket exemption from sprinkler protection without respect to construction, without
respect to combustibility of contents, without restriction on the use of the space and without respect to actual ceiling
height. This blanket exemption is much farther than the committee should have gone.

On the subject of ceiling height, DETACT-QS is an inappropriate tool for predicting sprinkler response in high ceiling
areas. Work done by NIST in the mid-1990’s showed that DETACT dramatically underpredicted ceiling temperatures,
thus dramatically overpredicting sprinkler response time and fire size at sprinkler activation. In addition, Factory Mutual
has performed analysis on sprinkler effectiveness for ceiling spaces exceeding 50 ft in height and concluded that
sprinklers can be effective in these high ceiling areas at densities of 0.20 gpm per sq ft (which is consistent with ordinary
hazard occupancies).

The issue of water droplets not penetrating the fire plume is also a fallacy that the committee should not give credence
to. Some of the water droplets from a sprinkler will be large enough to penetrate the plume. Some of the droplets will not
get through the plume because they will absorb the heat from the fire while in transit and convert to steam. These water
droplets have done their job and have absorbed some of the heat from the fire, helping to keep the structure at the
ceiling cool. A third group of water droplets will not get to the plume at all, but will spread out beyond the plume helping
to keep the structure at the ceiling from being damaged by the fire. The committee needs to remember that the roll of
the sprinkler is two-fold. The sprinkler helps to control the fire. But the sprinkler also provides cooling at the ceiling to
prevent structural collapse.

Enclosed are a series of articles that contain a summary of the fire test data that shows that sprinklers can be effective
for very high ceilings.

Revise 16.3.5.1.3(3) as follows:
(3) Locations in stadia and arenas as follows:
(a) Over the floor area used for contest, performance, or entertainment provided that the roof construction is more

than 50 ft (15 m) above the floor level and use is restricted to low fire hazard uses
(b) Over the seating areas provided that use is restricted to low fire hazard uses
(c) Over open-air concourses where an approved engineering analysis substantiates the ineffectiveness of the

sprinkler protection due to building height and combustible loading
The Committee Action tightens the sprinkler exemption so that floor areas with less than a 50

ft roof assembly height will no longer be exempted from sprinklering. That should meet part of the submitter's intent and
is consistent with the committee's analysis of the substantiating materials provided by the submitter. The revised text is
taken from 16.4.2.1(2) applicable to exempting sprinklers for smoke-protected assembly seating, so there is precedent
for it within the chapter.

Seating areas used only as seating areas involve low fire hazard uses. The seats are not easily ignited. Yet, such
areas often house platforms and sets for shows. Thus, the text was revised so that the seating area sprinkler exemption
applies only where restricted to low fire hazard use.

Affirmative: 27  Negative: 1
1  Hayes, W.

SKALKO, S.:  I disagree with the threshold on roof height over the stadia or arena floor to determine when sprinklers
are required. The proponent stated "Concerts, trade shows, exhibits, sometimes on raised platforms, bring significant
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Report on Comments  –  June 2011 NFPA 5000
combustibles much closer to the roof."  The issue is the presence of combustibles on the stadia or arena floor more so
than the roof height. If the floor is limited to low fire hazard uses then sprinkler protection is not necessary regardless of
the roof height.   This is consistent with the requirement for seating areas.

GERDES, R.:    Additional study of this issue is required to change the code significantly.  The proponent does raise
valid points but the committee needs additional data.  By the way, for exhibition use the code does require complete
sprinkler protection.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-125     Log #160  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ignatius Kapalczynski, CT Office of State Fire Marshal

5000-150
Revise text to read as follows:

Delete (1) through (5)
“. . . than one person in 7 ft2 or more than 100 occupants . . .”

A threshold of 100 is suggested based on minimum required capacities of exit components.

The BLD-AXM assembly committee explained in the ROP why the 7 sq ft "packing" density
would not serve adequately as the intended threshold for the enlarged main entrance/exit. The submitter's new
language related to more than 100 occupants deviates from the original list and captures situations that do not need the
2/3 main entrance/exit requirement in order to provide adequate life safety.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-126     Log #161  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Ignatius Kapalczynski, CT Office of State Fire Marshal

5000-151
Revise text to read as follows:

Delete (1)(a) through (1)(e) and (2).
This is an issue between larger and smaller occupant load assemblies. (1) alone is sufficient for large

assemblies and (2) is sufficient for smaller assemblies. A threshold of 100 is suggested based on minimum required
capacities of exit components.

The BLD-AXM assembly committee explained in the ROP why the 7 sq ft "packing" density
would not serve adequately as the intended threshold for sprinklers in nightclub-like venues. The submitter's new
language related to more than 100 occupants deviates from the original list and captures situations that do not need
sprinklers in order to provide adequate life safety.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-15aab     Log #CC650  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane Structures,

5000-150
Add a definition of Nightclub as follows:

An assembly occupancy that both (1) provides entertainment by live performance or recorded music
that generates above normal sound levels, and (2) derives its primary source of revenue during periods of live
performance or recorded music from the sale of beverages of any kind for consumption on the premises or cover
charges.

Food, if served, is considered a secondary attraction.
The subject was raised in ROP Proposal 5000-150 and ROP Proposal 5000-151.

The BLD-AXM assembly committee believes that the definition for Nightclub proposed by this comment includes the
characteristics that were present in The Station nightclub fire without having to address occupant crowding, as crowding
often is a result of the presence of the other characteristics covered by the definition.

The provisions of 16.2.3.2.2 applicable to requiring that the main entrance/exit accommodate 2/3 of the occupant load
and the provisions of 16.3.5.1.1 applicable to sprinklering of nightclub-like assembly venues include "bars with live
entertainment" in their list of properties subject to the requirement. The term "bars with live entertainment" is difficult to
define. The definition of Nightclub proposed by this comment will capture the characteristics intended by the term "bars
with live entertainment" so that "bars with live entertainment" can be dropped from the lists. See Comment 5000-125a
(Log #CC651).

Affirmative: 22  Negative: 6
1  Hayes, W.

CONNER, W.:    Same as for 101.
Basing code requirements on income is poor code.  For this, along with the many reasons articulated by Mr. Humble

and Mr. Wertheimer, I vote negative.  I believe just deleting the "bars with entertainment" makes clear we simply mean
night clubs and I trust ahj's to to understand that.  It was the "bars with entertainment" that prompted the whole
committee action.  People know what night clubs are until you tell them there is a difference between night clubs and
bars with entertainment.

HAYWARD, M.:    My Negative is based on the comments and rationale provided by Mr. Humble and  Mr.
Wertheimer's.   I support their viewpoint.

HUMBLE, J.:  (Humble) Register my vote as negative. The concern I raise is in regard to the specific reference
concerning where a nightclub is deriving its primary source of revenue. I believe this to be inappropriate in this context,
and contrary to the original intent. By placing such a qualifier into the definition it permits gaming to take place where
potentially a third party, namely the federal IRS and even the state department of revenue services, will become
involved to render a final decision as to the application of that portion of the definition.

In this case the determination will be “What constitutes the primary source of revenue?” If we were to take the devils
advocate approach, one could assess that the primary source of revenue may be from the sales of beverages, but
annually one could assess that the “primary” (based on annual sales) sales may have taken place when entertainment
did not occur. I do not believe we should place the AHJ in this potentially compromising position.

I also had difficulty in assessing how the proposed definition would exclude such assembly occupancies as say a
concert hall. The concert hall can have an orchestra play a piece which may be considered above normal sound levels,
and at the same time also sell beverages which may exceed the total revenues of the price of the tickets for the concert.
This analysis could also apply to a place of worship.

I would further state that in most cases national model codes and standards have abandon the revenue aspect due to its
complexity and potential for a litigious impact to that jurisdiction. I cite for example the renovation and rehabilitation
provisions (e.g. 25% and 50%) which have long disappeared from many national model codes and standards.

Also, looking up the general definition I found the following for reference. Notice that the qualifiers which define such
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occupancies do not use revenue as part of the definition.

http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/nightclub
Nightclub: a place of entertainment open at night usually serving food and liquor and providing music and space for
dancing and often having a floor show

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/nightclub?view=uk
Nightclub: a club that is open from the evening until early morning, having facilities such as a bar and disco or other
entertainment

http://www.answers.com/topic/nightclub
Nightclub: An establishment that stays open late at night and provides food, drink, entertainment, and music for dancing.
Also called nightspot.

http://www.thefreedictionary.com/nightclub
Nightclub: An establishment that stays open late at night and provides food, drink, entertainment, and music for dancing.
Also called nightspot.

Recommendation:
In view of these findings, I would recommend the following for consideration:

3.3.x* Nightclub. An assembly occupancy that (1) provides entertainment by live performance or recorded music that
generates above normal sound levels, (2) that does not have fixed seating throughout, (3) that serves both food and
beverages of any kind for consumption on the premises, and (4) that is open during the evening and/or night hours.

PAULS, J.:    My reason is that, based on the four negative ballot comments already submitted by fellow committee
members, I think the topic should be deferred to the next cycle so that the issues can be resolved better. Definitions are
different from requirements in that, in some ways, they are harder to amend without confusing people regarding scope
of requirements. This is a matter we should try to get right before putting the definition into the standard.

SKALKO, S.:  The definition criteria being offered contains requirements that will be problematic for a building or fire
official to enforce.  One of the first requirements is "above normal sound levels".  What is normal?  I play classic rock
radio music in my kitchen in the morning while eating breakfast.  It sounds normal to me.  My wife however quickly tells
me to turn the sound down or off when she enters the room. To her it is too loud (i.e. above normal).   If sound levels are
one of the criteria for this definition then a decibel rating or some other measurable unit of sound needs to be specified.
It is also unreasonable to place a burden on a code official to review the revenue stream of a business establishment to

determine a code requirement.  This is especially a problem since they must determine if the primary source of revenue
is from the beverage sales and did it occur during the live or recorded music portion of business.

WERTHEIMER, P.:  After repeated requests for substantiation for this change---including up to the day of
voting---nothing has been produced or distributed. Members have been told to accept the assertion that this definition is
workable based on anecdotal examples or parochial viewpoints.  There is no proof that the new definition meets any
community needs or makes the public safer.  The process used to develop this definition and the fact that it was
presented without  substantiation is an embarrassment and undermines NFPA's credibility.  The nightclub definition
should be withdrawn or rejected.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-125a     Log #CC651  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane Structures,

5000-150
Revise as follows:

The main entrance/exit width shall be as follows:
(1) The main entrance/exit shall be of a width that accommodates two-thirds of the total occupant load in the following

assembly occupancies:
(a) Bars with live entertainment
(b) Dance halls
(b) (c) Discotheques
(c) (d) Nightclubs
(d) (e) Assembly occupancies with festival seating

(2) In assembly occupancies, other than those listed in 16.2.3.3.2(1), the main entrance/exit shall be of a width that
accommodates one-half of the total occupant load.

The following assembly occupancies shall be protected throughout by an approved, electrically supervised
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with 55.3.1.1(1):

(a) Bars with live entertainment
(b) Dance halls
(b) (c) Discotheques
(c) (d) Nightclubs
(d) (e) Assembly occupancies with festival seating

The subject was raised in ROP Proposal 5000-150 and ROP Proposal 5000-151.
Comment 101-15aab (Log #CC650) adds a definition of Nightclub to Chapter 3. The provisions of 16.2.3.3.2 applicable

to requiring that the main entrance/exit accommodate 2/3 of the occupant load and the provisions of 16.3.5.1.1
applicable to sprinklering of nightclub-like assembly venues include "bars with live entertainment" in their list of
properties subject to the requirement. The term "bars with live entertainment" is difficult to define. The definition of
Nightclub proposed by the referenced comment captures the characteristics intended by the term "bars with live
entertainment" so that "bars with live entertainment" can be dropped from the lists.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.

SKALKO, S.:  I agree with deleting this criteria as one of the reasons to sprinkler a place of assembly.  Bars with live
entertainment is too far reaching for what generated the more stringent sprinkler requirements for the code in the first
place. These types of establishments do not compare to The Station.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-15aaa     Log #CC652  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane Structures,

5000-23b
Retain the proposed definition of Aisle Stair; change the term Ramped Aisle to Aisle Ramp and

retain its proposed definition; add a definition of Vomitory, as follows:
A stair within the seating area of an assembly occupancy which directly serves rows of seating to the

side of the stair.
A ramp within the seating area of an assembly occupancy which directly serves rows of

seating to the side of the ramp.
An entrance to a means of egress from an assembly seating area that pierces the seating rows.
All three terms are used in the Code; all three need to be defined.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-125c     Log #CC653  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane Structures,

5000-150b
Reject ROP Proposal 5000-150b so as NOT to revise 16.2.5.6.5 for minimum 36-in. landing depths

at aisle stair transitions to a stair or another aisle stair.
The revisions made at the ROP stage were intended to serve as place holders to permit the BLD-AXM

assembly committee to refine/expand the treatment. The subject proved to be more complex than originally thought. The
changes in Proposal 5000-150b will be in conflict with industry practices, both design and construction, limited by
current technology and maintaining lines of sight. The committee will continue its work on the subject for the next
revision cycle.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-125b     Log #CC654  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane Structures,

5000-150b
Revise as follows:

The minimum clear width of aisles shall be sufficient to provide egress
capacity in accordance with 16.2.3.2 16.2.3.1 but shall be not less than the following:

In the BLD-AXM assembly committee's review of ROP Proposal 5000-150b, it discovered that the
paragraph reference in 16.2.5.6.4 is too limiting as compared with what is intended. The more-inclusive reference to
16.2.3.1 corrects the mistake.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-125d     Log #CC655  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane Structures,

5000-150b
Revise as follows:

The following shall apply to aisle stairs and aisle ramps:
(1) Aisles having a gradient steeper than 1 in 20, but not steeper than 1 in 8, shall consist of a an aisle ramp.
(2) Aisles having a gradient steeper than 1 in 8 shall consist of an aisle stair.
(3) The limitation on height between landings in Table 11.2.2.2.1 shall not apply to aisle stairs and landings.
(4) The limitation on height between landings in Table 11.2.5.3 shall not apply to aisle ramps and landings.

In the BLD-AXM assembly committee's review of ROP Proposal 5000-150b, it discovered that the
changes proposed by this comment could be made at this time as they don't rely on other changes contemplated for
aisle terminations that are being held for the next revision cycle. The changes add clarity and completeness.

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
5000-127a     Log #CC656  BLD-AXM

_______________________________________________________________________________________________
Technical Committee on Assembly Occupancies and Membrane Structures,

5000-23b
Revise so as to delete the word "portal" in two places as follows:

Where smoke-protected assembly seating conforms to the requirements of 16.4.2, the travel distance from
each seat to the nearest entrance to an egress vomitory portal or egress concourse shall not exceed 400 ft (122 m).

Where smoke-protected assembly seating conforms to the requirements of 16.4.2, the travel distance from
the entrance to a vomitory portal or from an egress concourse to an approved egress stair, ramp, or walk at the building
exterior shall not exceed 200 ft (61 m)

The proper term is vomitory and not vomitory portal. The change is consistent with the definition of
"vomitory" being added by Comment 5000-15aaa (Log #CC652).

Affirmative: 28
1  Hayes, W.
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